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Decision 99-0~-032 April I, 1999 

MAIL DATE 
4/5/99 

BEFORE TilE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE Of CALIFORNIA 

The City of Vernon, a rnunicipal corporation, 

Complainant, 

vs. 

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, a 
Corporation, 

Defendant. 

Case 96-01-019 
(Filed Jahuary 19, 1996) 

ORDER GRANTING LIMITED REHEARING TO MODIFY DECISION 
(D.) 98-12-011 AND DENVING REHEARING OF MODIFIED DECISION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Decision (D.) 98-12-021 resolved a complaint proceeding filed by 

the Cit)' of Vernon (Vernon) vs. Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway (Santa 

Fe), by denying the complaint. Vemon had sought a Commission decision that 

Santa Fe's expansion project at its Hobart rail yard located in Vernon and the City 

ofCommer(e unnece.ssarily created avoidable adverse environmental in)pacts of 

such a magnitUde that lIpon review the project should be deemed unreasonable 

under Pub. Util. Code Secs. 761, 762, 162,5, and 768. In mitigation of the alleged 

unreasonable project, Vernon further sought a Commission order directing Santa 

Fe to pay part ofVemon·s share of the cost of improvements to a n'carby freeway 

intersection. 
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Vernon's first complaint was filed on January 19. 1996. It alJegcq 

that Santa Fe had f.'liled to conlply with local land use regulations. had violated 

Commission policy requiring utilities to cooperate with local jurisdictionst 

planning and zoning regulations, and had violated the policies of the California 

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Santa Pc responded that the Commission 

lacked the authority to revic.w the expansion project and that CEQA \\'as not 

applicable since Sarita Fe was not required under P.U. Code Section 1001 to apply 

for a certificate of public convenience and necessity (CPCN) (ot construction of 

the project. The COnlmissiOn issued an Interim Opinion (D.96·11·0 15) in which it 

agrced with Santa Fe that CEQA did not apply, but at the sanle time that it did 

. have authority pursuant to P.U.Code Sees. 162 t 162.5 and 701 to determine in a 

. . 
complaint proceeding whether the expansion project t even th~ugh it n\ay comply 

with all existing regulations, treated adverse environmental impacts to such a 

degree that it should be deemed untcasonabtc, and therefore in violation of the 

above statutes. (Sec II.D~ Ranches. Inc. v. So. Calif. Edison Co. (1983). II CPUC 

2d 400~ 407.) 

AccordingtYt Vernon was authorized to amend its compJaint in 

which it could present its case that the environmcntal impacts were so sevcre that 

the project should be considered unreasonable under the above cited statutes. 

Since the Commission con~luded that CEQA did not apply, Vernon was directed 

that it carried the burden of proof and the responsibility for an)' environmental 

studies. Furthermore, in assessing any showing in an amended complaint, the 

Commission stated that it would be guided by CEQA Section 21082.2 (Pub. 

Resources Code Sec. 21082.) which provides that the determination "whether a 

project may have a significant effect on the environment is to be based on 

substantial evidence in light of the whole record." 

Subsequently, Vernon filed an amended complaint, alleging that 

increased street lraOlC resulting from Santa Fe's project resulted in adverse 
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significant environmental impacts that required mitigation. Vernon requested that 

the expansion project be found unreasonable under P.U. Code Sees. 761 and 762; 

and that it be suspended until an em'ironmental study is completed and mitigation 

measures imp<lsed. For mitigation. Vernon proposed that Santa Fe be ordered to 

pay a proportionate amount ($1.8 million) ofVemon's share (about S9 million) of 

the total cost of an earJier approved plan to improvc one of fivc nearby freeway 

intersections. 

After public hearing, the Commission detcnnined in D.98·12·021 

(the Decision), issued on December 3, 1998, that Vernon had failed to show that 

the increased (rame effects resulted in adverse environmental impacts of such a 

magnitude thaI the project should be deemed "unreasonable" and mitigation 

measures should be ordered. 

The Decision includes findings that the expansion project is expected 

to pcmlit Santa Fe to increase the number of inter· modal "lifts" (loading or 

unloading of container units from railroad flatcars) from 8~3JOOO in 1997 to 

1,000,000 - 1,250,000 per year; that truck (fame into and out of the yard will 

increase; and that trame will increase at five nearby intersections. Although the 

Decision contains discussion that Vernon f.'liled to prove that Santa Fe's project 

would create ad\'crse cnvironmental impacts that rise to the revel of 

unreasonableness, it fails to include an express finding thaI the impacts are not 

significant. (D.98·12·021, p.S) 

With respect (0 possible mitigation measures the Decision finds that 

Vernon introduced no evidence regarding measures Santa Fe could undertake to 

alleviate the tcame cflects at any ofthc impacted intersections other than by 

contributing to the funding of planned improvements at the Atlantic/BandoinilI· 

7 JO freeway interchange; thatthesc improvements would be constmcted whether 

or not Santa Fe contributed to their cost; and that this financial contribution would 

not mitigate the eITects of the trame specifically generated by the project. 
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On January 6, 1999 Vernon filed an application for rehearing. It 

advanccs two allegations of legal error: 

•. Thc' decision fails to meet the "substantial 
evidence in liglit of the whole recQrd" t¢st 

" adopted in Pub. Utilities Code Section I? 57.1 
. by 'enaclment (JfSB 1322 in 1996. therefore, 
according 'to Veillon, the decision c6ntains legal 
error because there is no substantial evidence to 
support the Commission's findings and 
conclusions relating to the environmental 
in\pact of increased street· traffic. 

2. The Commission improperly limited the 
measUres it would consider to mitigate the 
environmental eflects caused by Santa Fe's 
project; and therefore violated Pub. Util. Code 
Sec. 1751.1 by abusing its "discretion. 

Sa~ta Fe filed a brief reply to the application (or rehearing, urging 

that it be denied on the ground that it only repeated its position taken during the 

hearing. 

We have reviewed the recotd and each allegation of error raised by 

the application for rehearing. We arc of the opinion that, except for clarrrying the 

Decision to include fiJ\dings related to 1he significance of the traffic impacts 

forecasted to occur as a result of Santa Fe's project, good cause docs not exist for 

granting rehearing. 

Therefore, we will grant a limited rehearing to modify 0.98·12·02 J 

for the reasons explained below, and we will deny rehearing of the Decision as 

modified. \Ve also offer a discussion below about the main issues raised in the 

rehearing application. 

II. DISCUSSION 

Because this is a complaint Case not challenging the reasonableness 

ofnlles which was issued prior to January 1, 1999. review of1he Decision faUs 
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within P.U. Code Sec. I 151.1 (a)(4) as adopted by 881322 (Stats. 1996, ch. 855). 

Therefore. the Decision is subject to j~dicial review under the "substantial 

evidence in light of the whole recordH standard rather than the fornler "any 

evidence in the record" lest that applied to review of Commission decisions l:Inder 

the Supreme Court's detenllinations. (See Yucaipa 'Vater Co. No; I v. Pub. Util. 

Com. (1960) 54 Cal. 2d 823 at 828; Camp Meeker 'Vater System. Inc. v. Pub. Util. 

Com. (1990) 51 Cal. 3d 845, at 863-4, et at) 

A. The Commission's Determination That Santa Fe's 
Expansion Project Is Not Unreasonable Is 
SuppOrted B» Substantial Evidence 

1. Review of the Record Evidence 

Vernon's nlain contention ortegal error is that there is no substantial 

evidence supporting the Commission's conclusion that the trame impacts of the 

expansion project do not render the project unreasonable. It urges that the 

evidence on traffic impacts pemlits only one finding: that traffic caused by the 

project results in significant adverse environniental inipacts to such a degree that 

the project is unreasonable and so mitigation is required. This contention calls for 

a review of the evidence. 

Vernon prcsented evidence only on (rame impacts. No showing 

with tegard to any other environmental impact, such as noise or air pollution, was 

oOcrcd. Its primary witness was a trame engineer who preserited a (rattie report 

on the eOcct of Santa Fe's expansion project on five nearby street and frecway 

intersections. Emphasis was placed on two ilHersections with Interstate 110; one 

at Washington Blvd., and the other known as the Atlantic/Bandinill-71O 

intersection. The study shows that inbound (nick (came to Ilobart Yard is divided 

abollt 50·50 between the two intersections, and that virtuafly all outbound truck 

trame uses the Washingtonl l-71 0 interchange bccause it is closer to the Yard and 

involves only two right tums on surface strcets. In contrast, access to the 

. s· 
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Atiantic/Bandini interchange requires three left tums. Overall, about 75 percent of 

the trame related to Hobart Yard lIses the \Vashington Ol\'d. Interchange. (Tr. 

p.93-4) And only about 10 percent ofthe trips (0 and from the Yard take place 

during the peak trame periods. (Tr. p. 71) 

For analysis purposes, the frame study utilizes intersection 

volumclcapacity ratios (VIC). I f a VIC ratio is 1.0 the intersection traffic is at fuJI 

capacity. The five intersections have current VIC ratios over 0.90 which means 

that they arc congested during peak periods. but not atfull capacity. VIC ratios 

greater than 0.91 and less than 1.0 are designated as Level of Service E. The 

witness maintained that an increase of the VIC ratio ofa roadway by 0.01 Or 

greater is "significant/' and that the Bobart Yard project would increase the VIC 

ratio by 0.03 or more at the intersections by the year 2020. (Vemon Exh. 3 at IV-

3). If an intcrseClion already has a VIC ratio of 1.0 or more the witness expressed 

the opinion Ihat any uworscningU ofthe ratio is significant. Viewing this One 

impact as proving that a significant adverse enviromilental impact exists, Vernon 

asserted that mitigation was required. Its proposal for mitigation involved 

rcquiring Santa Fe to contribute part ofVemon's share of)lrior planned 

improvements at the AtlanticlBandini/l-71 0 intersection. It contended that by 

assisting to finance this improvement project significant advcrse impacts 

associated with Santa Fe's project will be lessened. 

For irs showing to the contrmy, Santa Fe relied on cross-examination 

of Vernon's (raOk witness and also presented a frame engineer who provided a 

critique ofVemon's study. It agreed that trame at and near the Yard would 

increase as a result or its expansion project, but it disagreed that the degree of the 

trame increase was significant. Vernon's study shows that the Atlantie/Bandini 

interchange currently operates at or over capacily during peak hours while lhe 

\Vashington interchange operates at less than full capacity. Under the 1995 State 

Transportation })rogram, the Atlantic/Bandini interchange is targeted for a $26 
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million improvement project. jointly financed by the Cities ofVcmon and Bell, the 

Metropolitan Transportation Authority and CALTRANS. Vemon asserted that as 

a result of the improvement project Bobarl Yard (rame would be diverted to the 

Atlantic/Ilandini interchange from the \Vashington Blvd. interchange. Therefore 

Vernon maintained it was appropriate (ot Santa Fe to conlribute to the cost of the 

improvements. 

Vcmon~s witness admitted that the level of service at the aOccted 

intersections would remain the san\c, with Or without the Hobart Yard expansion 

(Tr. at 76). The witness also agreed that if traffic conditions increased to a VIC 

ratio as high as 1.67, which his stud), predicted for the \Vashington Blvd. 

interchange during the AM peak pedod in the year 2020, vehicle drivers would 

lake a diOcrent routc or drive at a different time of day to avoid such congcstion. 

In contrast to Vernon's concentration on the change in VIC ratio, 

Santa Fe cmphasized that the level of service category (Level E) remained the 

same with the expansion project included. It also pointed to the fact that under 

Vcrnon's study, the AtJantic/Bandini interchange would operate at abovc capacity 

even without the Ilobart expansion project; that with the Santa Fe project no 

difference in the VIC ratio occurs until the year 2020 at the interchange and that 

the diO'Crencc is only an increase of2.6% in the ratio for the allemoon peak 

period. and none for the nlonting period. (Sec Exh. No.2, p. 15. Ratio of 1.91 

predicted for 2020 PM peak period without the expansion project divided by 1.96 

ratio predicted for 2020 PM peak period with the project) 

In addition, Santa Fe cited in support of its vicw the CALTRANS 

study for the Atlantic/Bandini interchange project which forecast (came (0 2015. 

It docs not project any diversion oftraOie from the Washington Blvd. Interchange 

to the improved Atlantic/Bandini interchange aftcr compJctiOll of the 

improvements. And therefore, Santa Fe contends that Vemon's assumption that 

tcame will be diverled, thus relieving trame impacts of the lIobart Yard project, is 

·1· 
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incorrect. Consequently, Santa Fe continues. it is unreasonable 10 require it to 

assist in financing an interchange improvement project planncd to alleviate 

congestion existing before initiation of its expansion project. 

. Finally, Santa Fe presented testimony regarding the regional benefits 

of the expansion project; that it is designed to assist in meeting the increased 

demand for intemlodallransportation in the Los Angeles area; that the result of 

this increased demand has been that congestion in rail operations at Hobart Yard 

has increased; that expansion of the Yard's facilities is necessary to meet this 

increased demand; and that there was no other way to expand operations at the 

Yard which would lessen"the effects on Venton. (Exh.6). It also presented 

testin\ony describing the regional benefits offreight·to·rail as a transportation 

mode an.d the location ofthc Ho~art Yard. The rcsult, according to Santa Fe, is 

fewer and shorter truck trips on regional streets and freeways given Hobart Yard's 

location compared to possible alternative interntodal transfer yards located farther 

. from the central Los Angeles area. Santa Fe submits that its expansion project 

constitutes a "substantial regional transportation mitigation measure/' and the 

lllitigation value of freight·to·rail facilities is recognized in the Los Angeles 

County Congestion Management Program. (Exh. 8t pp. 4·5). 

2. The DecisIon Is Supported By Substantial 
E\'idence 

Vernon claims that the record evidence fails (0 have enough relevant 

information combined with reasonable inferences that allow a fair argument to be 

made in support of the Decision. In particular. it points to the fact that the 

Decision fails (0 include a finding that the (came impacts arc insignificant evcn 

though there arc statemcl\ts to this effect in the bod)' of the decision. Although 

Venton is correct on this point, the Decision dearly states that "we cannot 

. conclude that the projected tcame impacts constitute a foreseeable significant 

effect." (1).98·12·021, r.8; emphasis added) 
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The basis fot Vcmon's position that the Dedsion is not supported by 

substantial evidence is its traffic study. Although the study supports the view that 

the increase in the VIC ratios for the nearby intersections demonstrates that 
- -

deterioration in the level of service forecast for the year 2020 may occur, other 

evidenc~ in the record supports our conclusion that this view is speculativc. After 

reviewing the record \\'c conclude that there is substantial evidence in support of 

this finding and our ultiniate deletOlination that the expansion project should not 

be considered "unreasonable": 

1. The stUdy tests on :a projeciion of peak period 
traffic irl 2020, some 20·21 years in the future. The 
accuracy of apI'ojectipil sO fat into the future tari 

. _reasonably be doubted, since it is derived (ronl the 
sinlply appJication<:>f the historical traffle gro\\1h 
rate of2.1 pf!rcent per yeaI' for the past ten years to 
the ensuing 20 years plus an increment for the 
e~pansion project We note that the CALTRANS 
forecast produced for the AtlanticlBandini 
improvement project runS out onl)' to 2015. 
Furt-hermore, there is no sho\'II'ing what the VIC 
ratios are during offpcak periods, and therefore 
advcrse environmental effects during these periods. 

2. Under the forecast, the VIC ratio for the 
. soulhbound 1·71 OlWashington BJ\'d interchange 
\",ith the expansion projcct is 1.67 at the AM peak 
period. lIowevet, as stated in the Decision, 
Vcrnon's witness admiUcd that he had never 
observed an intersection with this high a VIC ratio, 
and he further stated that under such congested 
cOJ1dilions motorists WQuid travel at n diOercnt time 
or take a dificrent route. (Tr. 76·79) Given this 
testimony, it is reasonable (0 infer that it is doubtful 
the forecasted VIC ratios \vill in fact occur. 

3. There is untcbuttcd evidence that there are 
"regional benefits" from increased interiltodal 
freight rail fransportalion and that regional truck 
(mOle will be lessened with the Bobart Yard 
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expansion. This supports an inference that the 
impact of the increased trame around Hobart Yard 
is not unreasonable because it is offset by (rame 
benefits for the broader Los Angeles area. (Exh. 
No.6) . 

4. There is evidence that cargo traffic in the general 
Los Angeles region is growing by a factor of 
approximately 10 percent per year which caused a 
need for expansion ofinterrnMallransportation 
capacity; that Santa Fe did not have any "good -
altemativcsU to the modifications it was 
undertaking at Hobart Yard; and thai there would 
be less queuing of trucks outside the Yard with 
completion of the project. (Exh No~7). This 
evidence supports'ihc i!lfetencc that increased 
int~nnbdal capachVatl1ob~lri Yard is in the public 
interest. 

5. Vernon presented evidence only on one 
environmental impact - traffic, and none on other 
environmental impacts, such as noise and air 
polJulion inlpaCls .. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
infer that there arc no quantifiableenvirom'nental 
inlpacts resulting from the expansion project~ other 
than the possible increased (rame congestion 
reflected in the forecasted VIC ratios. \Vc also note 
with regard to this factor that Vernon is primarily 
an industrial community with less than 200 
residents (Tr. P. 39) 

6. The environmental effects ofthc project are 
unavoidable. Vernon did not present any evidcnce 
that Santa Fe could change the trame cfiects b)t 

selecting another local ion for it, or by changing the 
Yard's entrances and exists, or by deveJopjng a 
plan to shift (rame to non-peak pcriods. Given this 
failure, we belie\'e that it is reasonable to infer that 
the expansion was not unreasonable. Indeed, this 
failure reasonably leads to the conclusion that the 
onl)' way the (raffie jmp~cts could be avoidcd is by 
not implcmenting the project even though the 
evidence shows it is in the pubJie interest. 

• I()-
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Considering all ofthc abovc [.1ctors, wc concludc that there is 

sufi1cient evidence to support the Decision even though the record shows, and 

Santa Fe admits, that traffic will increase as a result oCthe expansion and it will 

result in incrc:ascd impacts ofsomc degree. \Ve will modify the Decision to 

incorporate thes~ factors, since some of them atc not expressly set forth in the 

Decision~ and to include a finding on the significance of the frame impacts. 

The application claims that the Commission abused its discretion, 

thereby violating P.U. Code Sec. 1757.1; by concluding that the expansion 

projeces foretasted traOic impacts were not suf)lciently significant to render the 

project unreasonable, even though the increased traffic comes on top of altead)' 

existing congested or "bad" frame conditions at the interchanges. Vernon asserts 

that the Decision thetc:by violates ~'gcnerally accepted environmental review 

policies'\ and cites a recent Court of Appeal decision! Los Angeles Unified 

School Disl. (LAUSD) v. Cit» of Los Angeles (2d Djst.. 1997) 58 Cal. App. 4th 

1019; rcvicwed denied by the Supreme Court Jan. 14, 1998. 

In this CEQA case, the Court of Appeal concluded that it was legal 

error for the City of Los Angeles to certify an environmental impact report (ElR) 

which had found insignificant small incremental increasc.s in (rame noise Icvels 

attributable to a land development project nCar two schools because thc existing 

noise level at the schools alteady exceeded the Dcpt. oflleahh's recommended 

maximum level. The Court found thc ElR (0 be inadequate and \'aeated its 

certification. 

In its decision, the Court stated that the question before it was UnOl 

the relativc amOunt of noise created by the project when compared with existing 

noise levels. but whether any additional amount of noise should he considered 

significarlt in light ofthc serious na.ture of the traffic noise problcn\ alrc:ady 

existing around thc schools." (58 Cal. App. 4th at 1025; emphasis added). It then 

. II . 
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noted that the ]ead agency (the City) did not address this question in its EIR t so 

neither it or the Court \\'3S able to foml a judgement on this question. Therefore, 

the EIR was held inadequate. (58 Cal. App. 4th at 1025:6.) 

In the Vernon procceding. we have dealt with this issue. \Ve have 

considered and weighed Vemon·s showing on the amount and effects ofadditional 

trame forecasted to accumulate in addition t~ existing (raffic. \Vc atc not 

persuaded that the predicted addi~ioilal traffic is sO substantial or significant that it 

niakes Santa Fe's project unreasoriable.Therefore, there is no conflict b€h\'cen the 

Court deterIllinatioi1 in LAUSD and the Decision, 

Next. the application claims that the Commission has specifically 

recognized in D.98·05·0 12 (App. By PG&E To Sell two Parcels of Land in Marin 

County Pursuant to Pub. Uti I. Code Sec. 851) that a 0.01 incrcase in the VIC ratio 

amounts (0 a significant envjronnl~ntat impa·ct; and therefore we should follow this 

"ptecedent.H 

This contention lacks merit since we did not detemline what increase 

in the VIC ratio Was significant in that application. The ElR involved in D.98-05 6 

012 was isslled by the City orSan Rafael. Afthough the ElR adopted the vicw that 

such an increase in the VIC ratio on certain segments on U.S. Highway 101 in 

Marin Count)' constituted a significant impact. we did not expressly approve the 

City's EIR. We noted that the Cit)· fOUlld that the possible mitigation measure for 

the traffie impacts was economically infeasible. We only concurred that the 

mitigation measure Was not feasible. We did not consider or adopt the City's 

position concerning the VIC ratio. (D.98·05·012; mimco p. 5·6) 
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III. Vernon's Abuse of Discretion Contention Regarding 
I\lUiga(ion I\leasu res Is Incorrect 

Vernon's second category ofallegcd legal crrors in the Dccision 

rclates to mitigation nleasure.s. It is based on Vcmonts position that the expansion 

projcct crcates significant advcrse environmental impacts and so some sort of 

mitigation order from the Commission is required. Since we have found that the 

(rafire impacts arc not significant, issucs rclating to mitigation nlcasurcs do not 

arise. Ncvcrtheless, thcy will be briefly discussed in sequence: 

A. VernOn's Contention That The Decision Unlaw(ully 
Required It to De\'eJo'p All Mitigation Measures Is 
\Vithout Merit . 

The application asserts that the Decisionts Findings of Fact Nos. 11 

and 12 constitute an unlawful detemlination, compounded by the absence of a 

conclusion of law, that Vernon was charged with de"eloping all mitigation 

alternativcs to Santa Fe·s project. 

Finding of Fact No. II provides that Vernon did not prescnt 

evidence that Santa Fe could reduce the trame effects ofits project by selecting 

another location, or by rearranging its entrances and exits at the Yard, or by 

developing an operation pJan to shift (rame to oO'peak hours. This finding is 

accurate since the record lacks any showing by Vernon on these specific mitigation 

measures. Vemon's evidence on mitigation measures related only to a cost 

sharing arrangement for the interchange improvement project. 

Finding ofFacl No. 12 states that Vernon's only mitigation proposal 

was that Santa Fe contribute to the cost of the AtlanticlBandini intcrchange 

project. Vernon disagrees and cites page 45 of its brief, at which it suggests, in 

'addition to financial aid for the freeway project, that the Commission order Santa 

• 13· 
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Fe to undertake air quality studies. The brief also mentions requiring Santa Fe (0 

conduct site specific mitigation measures. (Vernon Opening Brief, p. 45) 

Vernon's contention is correct on this point. \Ve modif)' the 

Decision 10 reOect that these suggestions were advanced in its brief, but that no 

evidence was offered on them. As nlade clear in the Interilll Opinioil, the burden 

was clearly placed on Vernon to conduct any studies of the environmental impacts 

of Santa Fe's project, including mitigation measures. (D. 96-))·015, p. 26-7) 

lIowever, they would be relevant only if we had concluded that some mitigatiOll 

measures Were required. Wilh this minor eorreclioJl there is no legal error in these 

findings. 

Next) Vernon claims that since the Commission has independent authority 

to require mitigation measures, its failure to do so is legal error. This contention 

lacks merit. It is based on the position that Vernon has successfutly de monstrated 

significant inlpacts tesult fronl Santa Fe's projcct. It would be valid only jfwe did 

nothing after Vernon had prevailed in its showing by convincing us that the 

environmental inlpacts made the expansion project unreasonable, and therefore 

justified implementation of n\itigation measures. 

In support of this argument Vernon eites the Supreme Court decision in 

Northcnl California Power Agency v,"P.U.C. (1971) 5 Cal. 3d 310. Reliance on 

this decision, which reviewed the issuance ora powcrpJant certificate under I).U. 

Code Sec. 1001, is misplaced. It is not applicable in a compJaint proceeding in 

which justification for relief has not been shown. and, more importantly, which 

involves a utility project exempt from Sec. 100 I. 

B. The Dedsion's Finding Related to Trame 
MWgaUon by the AtlantirlBandfnl Project Is 
Supported By Substantial E\'ldencc 

The application asserts that Findings of fact Nos, 13·16, dearing 

with the planned inlprovements at the Atlantic/Bandini interchange, arc not 

. 14· 
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supportC'd by the record. Specificall)'t Vemon claims that e\'en though the record 

shows that there will be increased (rame at this interchange as a result of the 

Bobart Yard projecl; and that the planned improvements there will reduce 

congestion. the Decision contains legal crror because it "seems to find'~ that 

requiring Santa Fe to cOJitribute to the cost of the improvements wiJl not mitigate 

the Vard·s impacts. (App. Fot Rehearing.p. 21) 

The findings provide that: 

I. The improvement project is intC'nded to 
allevia(e congested traffic conditions existing before 
the Hobart Yatd project was commenced. (Finding No. 
13) 

2. The improvement project would be 
constructed regardless of an}' contribution by Santa Fe. 
(Finding No. 14) 

3. Any contribution 10 the improvcment projctt 
by Santa Fe can donothing 10 mitigate the effects of . 
the traffic generat~d from the Hobart Yard expansion 
(Finding No. 16).1 

A review of the Decision and the recotd demonstrate the accuracy of 

the first (wo Findings. The Atlantic1Bandini improvcnlen! was planned before the 

Santa Fe expansion project was undertaken. Planning and financing work 

commenced in 1996 and actual construction of the first phase is targeted for 

cOlllpklion in 200 I, and the entire project in 2003. It was planned to relic\'e 

existing congestion, and it would be constructed even ifSanla Fe's project was not 

and if there waS no finanCial contribution from Santa Fc. (Tr. P. 43·44~ and p. 82) 

However, Finding No. 16 is not entirely consistent with the record. 

and should be clarified. The record shows that about 50 percent of the inbound 

trame to Hobart Yard utilizes this interchange. (Tr. 9 .. ) Also. the improvement 

! Findin~orFact No. 15 s!mply slates that Ih.c only envitoll!llcntaJ h:n~ct idenl,ified. il! the . 
proceedmg rdated to (cafhe Irn~cts. There IS no need to diSCUSS thiS findmg smcc It )s accurate 
and suppottcd by substantial cvidence. 

• IS· 
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project is conceptually designed to increase capacity at the interchange by 20·30% 

(Tr.86) Some of the Hobart Yard trame currently using the \Vashington Blvd. 

interchange may divcrt to the Atlantic/Bandini route. Vemon interprets this 

finding to mean that once completed, the improved AtlanticlBandini interchange 

will not provide any mitigation whatsoever for the frame impacts ofthe Hobart 

Yard project. Undoubtedly, this interpretation was not intended, since it is most 

likely, and reasonable to infer, that aOer completion in 4·5 years sorne unknown 

amount ofllobart Yard haOle may utilize it. Moreover, this finding is not 

necessary since the Commission has concluded that the traffic impacts of Santa 

Feis project arc not significant enough to establish unreasonableness .. 

Accordingly, we will delete this finding. 

After considering the facts and reasoning set forth in the Decision, 

and also the additional factors ascertained in our review on rehearing, we remain 

convinced that there is sufficient infomlation in the record that support reasonable 

inferences that in tum support a fair argument that the (rame inlpacts of the 

expansion project arc not significant. Given the small increase in VIC ratios 

projected for 2000, and considering the reasons justifying reasonable doubts as to 

the certainty of the 2020 forecast, and after weighing the public interest served by 

the expansion project and its rcgional benefits, the forecasted results for 2020 arc 

too speCUlative to justify the result that Santa Fe's project is unreasonable and that 

a violation of PU Code Sec. 762 is involved. 

TIIEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that: 

I. Finding of Fact No.5 on page 10 of 0.98·12·021 is modified to 
read: 

5. Vernon's .ramc witness projects that in 2020 the VIC 
ratios at such intersections will deteriorate b)' 
approximately 0.03 or morc. 
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2. Finding ofFacl No.6 is modified to read: ' 
6. Vernon's witness projects that by the )'ear 2020, for both 

the morning and,afternoon peakhours, each ofthc fivc 
intersections will operate at VIC ratios substantially above 
1.0t with Or without thc Hobart Yard cxpansion. There arc 
no projections of VIC rallos for off peak periOds. 

3. Finding of Fact 'No.7 is modified to read: 
1. (a) About 75 percent of the traffic generated by Hobart 

Yard USes the Washington n'hjdll.710 inten;hange. 
llte inbound truck traffic isdiy'ided aoout 50·50 between 
the Washington Blvd interchange and the 
AtlantidBandinilI· 710 interchange. About 90 percent of 
the outbound traffic uses the Washington Blvd 
interchange. 

(b) Fotthe year ~OOO, Vemon's witness projects 
"backgtoundH VIC ratios that range rrOnl a low 0(0.89 to 
a high of t .31; and with "expansion" VIC ratios that also 
range ftoOl 0.89 to 1.) I.' FOr the )'car 2020, the witness 
projects "background'~ VIC ratios that range from a low of 
1.28 to ~ Mgh of 1.91; and with "expansion" VIC ratios 
that range from 1.35 to 1.96. 

4. l;inding of Fact No. 12 is renuOlbered to be Finding of Fact No. 
14. 

S. New Finding of Fact No. 12 is added toD.98·12-021 to read: 

There arc "regional benefits" from increased intemtodal 
freight rail transportation and regional truck trame will be 
lessened with the Hobart Yard expansion. 

6. New Finding of Fact No. 13 is added to read: 

13. Cargo (rame in the general Los Angeles region is 
growing by a factor of approximately 10 percent per year 
which caused a need for expansion ofintern\odal 
transportation c(lpadty. Santa Fe did ltot have any "good . 
alternatives" (0 the modifications it was undertaking at 
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Ilobart Yard; and there will be less queuing of trucks 
outside the Yard with completion ofthe project. 

7. Findings of Fact Nos 13, 14, 15 in D. 98-12-021 are renurnbered 
to be Findings ofl:act Nos. 15, 16, and 17 respectively. 

8. Finding of Fact No. 16 in D.98 .. 12 .. 021 is deleted. 

9. Finding of Fact No. 17 in D.98-12-021 is r~numbercd' to be 
Finding of Fact No. J 8. 

10. Finding of Fact No. )8 in D.98-12 .. 021 is renumbered to be 
Finding ofFacl No. 19 and modified to read: . 

19. Based on the facts stated above and the J;casons sct 
forth in D.98·12·02) and this decisiQnon . 
rehearing, it is reasonable t,o conclude that Vernon 
has failed to prove that implementation 6f.Santa 
Fe's pJans of expansion create significAnt ad\'erse 
environmental effects of such a nlagnitude that 
makes the expansion of the Hobart Yard 

. unreasonable. 

11. Conclusions of Law No.4 and 5 in D~98·12-021 are deleted. 

12. Conclusion of Law No.6 in 0.9&·12-021 is renumbered to be 
Conclusioll of Law No.4 to read: 

4. Vernon has failed to prove that the trame inlpacts arising 
from Santa Fe·s expansion project atc s6slgnificant that 
its project is unreasonable. Therefore, Santa Fe has not 
violated PU Code Sections 761. 762 or 762.5. 

13. Conclusion of Law No.7 in 0.98-12·021 is tenumbered to be 
Conclusion of Law No. S. 

• 18· 
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14. Rehearing of 0.98.12.021 1 as modi fled, is denied. 

This proceeding is closed. 

This order is cOccti\'c today. 

Dated April 1 t 1999, at San Francisco, Cali Cornia. 
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RICHARD A. SILAS 
. President 

HENRY M. DUQUE 
. JOSIAH L, NEEPER 

Conlmissioner' 


